W/C: 23/03/2020
Subject: Mathematics
Teacher: Mrs Kay
Class: 10MA1
Instructions – Week 1
Please log on to Hegarty Maths and complete clip 113, 114 and 115. Please
follow the ‘Revision Homework’ checklist in the front of your blue Hegarty
books. This means you should be watching the video and making sensible
notes especially of examples and writing down the questions and answers.
Ensure that you green and purple pen your work as you go. Please include a
www and ebi at the end of each task.
Feedback will be provided on Hegarty each week and pupils can request
help by submitting a comment or by emailing kayd@healing-school.email or
maddisonl@healing-school.email
Please also logon to Google Classroom (code – evjwlek) and complete the
Non-Calculator exam paper uploaded in exam conditions. This should take
an hour and a half and you can either print the paper or complete it in your
book. The mark scheme will be uploaded by the end of the week please
mark your work with your green pen and purple pen any corrections. Make a
sensible list of targets you still need to work on.
Pupils should spend roughly 4 hours on maths per week if you complete this
much quicker then pupils should try to improve previous Hegarty tasks by
clicking ‘My scores’ or complete tasks on their known targets for
improvement. Also available on Google Classroom are some revision
resources based on our current cycle of classwork and extension packs
these can be completed when necessary.

Instructions – Week 2
Please log on to Hegarty Maths and complete clip 442, 443 and 444. Please
follow the ‘Revision Homework’ checklist in the front of your blue Hegarty
books. This means you should be watching the video and making sensible
notes especially of examples and writing down the questions and answers.
Ensure that you green and purple pen your work as you go. Please include a
www and ebi at the end of each task.

Feedback will be provided on Hegarty each week and pupils can request
help by submitting a comment or by emailing kayd@healing-school.email or
maddisonl@healing-school.email
Please also logon to Google Classroom (code – evjwlek) and complete the
Calculator exam paper uploaded in exam conditions. This should take an
hour and a half and you can either print the paper or complete it in your
book. The mark scheme will be uploaded by the end of the week please
mark your work with your green pen and purple pen any corrections. Make a
sensible list of targets you still need to work on.
Pupils should spend roughly 4 hours on maths per week if you complete this
much quicker then pupils should try to improve previous Hegarty tasks by
clicking ‘My scores’ or complete tasks on their known targets for
improvement. Also available on Google Classroom are some revision
resources based on our current cycle of classwork and extension packs
these can be completed when necessary.

